Join us in Christchurch, New Zealand for the 2023 World Conference which promises to be bigger and bolder than ever—bringing together over 1,000 primary sector leaders and changemakers from around the world.

Since 2005 IFAMA has delivered an unparalleled experience for students, graduates and early career professionals who are pursuing careers in food and agribusiness—establishing itself as the leading global championship. Competing teams have four hours to analyze a complex case study based upon a current real-world problem impacting the food and ag sector. The competition challenges teams to develop a creative, practical, and strategic solution to the case, and then present their analyses and recommendations before a panel of judges. This competition provides an unparalleled experience in developing and showcasing emerging talent.

WHY COMPETE?

Gain the attention of future employers

Work below the surface on real-world challenges

Fine tune your problem-solving and analytical skills

Represent your university, institution or company—and your country

Capitalize on global networking opportunities

Actively engage with global leaders and changemakers

Earn the prestigious title: World Champions

EVENT SCHEDULE

NOV 15  Team Applications Welcome
APR 26  Early Bird Registration Ends
JUN 11  Deadline to register team for IFAMA 2023 World Conference
JUN 16  Team Check-in and Orientation
JUN 17  Student Case Competition Preliminary Round
JUN 18  Student Case Competition Semi-Finals
JUN 19  Student Case Competition Finals
JUN 20  Awards Ceremony and Winners Announced

Learn more: ifama.org/2023-Student-Case-Competition

Who can Compete?

Students
Graduates
Early Career Professionals

Register TODAY!